To whom it may concern

This letter is to formally invite a candidate in your university to the Ewha-Luce International Seminar (ELIS): Expanding Horizons 2019 (hereafter “ELIS 2019”), which is operated and planned by the Ewha Institute for Leadership Development (EILD).

Ewha Womans University, in conjunction with the Henry Luce Foundation, introduces ELIS 2019, a residential internship program especially designed to foster global women leaders majoring in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) subjects.

This special project aims to provide meaningful coverage over various issues around science, and it is now in its fifth phase of development with much progress from the successful experience since the inaugural program in 2015. I trust that this special opportunity will be an unforgettable time for the participants of ELIS 2019, and they will enjoy every moment of the journey.

It would be our sincere hope that a potential future female leader from your university could participate in ELIS 2019 this summer at Ewha Womans University, Seoul, South Korea, and I hereby send our deepest wishes for advancement of leadership in STEM at both your University and Ewha through ELIS: Expanding Horizons.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if there are any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Sung-Nam CHO
Director of EILD, Ewha Womans University